
Bringing The Benefits of Blockchain
and Cryptocurrency to the Help Humanity 
Through "The Coin of Compassion"
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Cryptocurrencies have long been discussed and debated, but they’re only now 
coming to light as financial tools that can be accessible and useful to more than 
only die-hard connoisseurs. Cryptocurrencies have the potential to enable social 
and economic growth throughout the world, including in developing countries, by 
offering easier access to capital and financial services.

There is already an entire industry built around cryptocurrencies and it’s held by 
institutions dedicated to supervising all the digital coin exchanges taking place 
throughout the world. The rate at which the cryptocurrency industry is growing is 
earth-shattering and this can be confirmed by early adopters that became rich 
overnight and found opportunities to grow financially.  The economy is slowly 
shifting to adapt to these needs and cryptocurrencies have a great potential in 
satisfying them. The tide is now rising for cryptocurrency not only to allow the rich to 
become richer, but be the catalyst to have some good affect in addressing the 
needs and welfare of millions who suffer from poverty.

Great opportunities are arising  for Crytocurrency to help poorly banked people and 
countries.  More than a third of the world population does not have access to basic 
banking services that can help them out in case of a personal financial crisis - loans, 
checking accounts and the list can go on. These people that in most cases are 
already financially disadvantaged typically resort to doubtful and dangerous lending 
practices. 

This is where cryptocurrencies come in with their high volatility and ease-of-use.  
The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone 
more financially connected, empowered and enabled. The world is changing and it’s 
changing quickly. The speed at which cryptocurrencies are taking over is a clear 
indicator that traditional financial institutions can no longer hold the fort so well.  It 
will only be a matter of time until these cryptocurrencies definitively find a way into 
our lives, shaping them for the better, with economic growth and upliftment in mind.  

Rx Seed Coin is a disrupter that will link the digital world to the physical to meet the 
growing needs of populations worldwide tokenizing compassion as its fuel to pass it 
on and on and on...

Listed below are some highlights and other needs we have to meet our goals. Perhaps you 
may see one that perks your interest.

Our need for modernized digital website with some animation
In creation soon: NFT Bible Scenes- an assortment of animated Bible scenes to be auctioned 
to Christian communities
Our extensive board of advisors has two doctors who stand for the health of humanity using 
viral remedies
We hold the asset “Rx Smart Coffee” which has a proven track record to rid men and women 
of older age ailments. See www.Rxsmartcoffee.com
The need to enter new exchanges along side the current Bitmart and Stellar exchanges
To parter with experienced market makers/ developers and assist us with swapping Stellar to 
ETH - SOW
Seeking experienced marketing candidates and online influencers in this space
our white paper  https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AMBZI73%
5Fk9vbjkM&cid=FF5D0E311224D1EA&id=FF5D0E311224D1EA%
2110389&parId=FF5D0E311224D1EA%213145&o=OneUp

Please provide your feedback of a potential working relationship with HIFI, and how we may 
venture to bring solutions where marrying the digital world to the physical world makes 
common sense for those we serve.

Warmly,

Jeff Richfield
Co-founder
RX SeedCoin
615.278.0663

https://sow.rxseedcoin.finance/

RX SeedCoin, the Coin of Compassion. Meeting the growing needs of humanity.



Blockchain and cryptocurrencies have been in the mainstream for almost a 
decade now. Numerous individuals have benefited from the immense, yet endless 
benefits of the intro-duction of cryptocurrencies.  Governments worldwide are 
currently working on adopting their own cryptocurrencies at a hurried pace, 
affirming this technology is unbeatable.

Understanding the utility of cryptocurrencies can easily be 
conceptualized by enumerating its superiority in comparison with fiat 
money. Cryptocurrencies revolutionize monetary transactions in terms of 
speed, anonymity, accountability, ease of use, transaction costs, cross-border 
utility, Zero government interference, Impossibility to falsify, among others. 
Poor educative measures being taken by crypto pioneers and the 
difficulties of use, is the dominant factor standing between 
cryptocurrencies, and a complete overturn of the current financial structure. 
However, understanding how the average person interacts with 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain, is absolutely imperative to the global 
adoption and utility of cryptocurrencies. 

An average person has no interest in the technicalities of Blockchain, 
Lliquidity pools, DEFI, Smart contract Protocols, etc. People place priority 
on how technology can be most useful for them in their daily routines. This 
forms the focus of the RxX SeedCoin project, how cryptocurrency can be of 
benefit for the quality of life for the good of all mankind.

Conclusively, Rx SeedCoin is a project born out of compassion and research into 
the livelihood of the ordinary person on the street. We make it our goal to inculcate 
hardship relief into our core model. We hope to bring life changing benefits"of 
Blockchain and cryptocurrencies to the homes, streets, and workplaces of the 
ordinary American, and the global community at large where it matters most to 
model strategies that enrich the lives of our investors and end users.

The Blockchain 
Ecosystem
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Introducing RX SeedCoin
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RX SeedCoin is penned, "The Coin of Compassion" because we tokenise "human 
potential" through the digital world of Blockchain and serve the three necessary physical 
needs of humanity, specifically, Homelessness, Hunger, and Health. 

Rx SeedCoin, was founded on the Stellar exchange listed under the asset known as 
“SOW” which is fitting since we “sow” seeds of compassion to farm our currency.

Stellar is our original home to lodge the coin, and have recently signed on with Bitmart 
exchange with plans for live trading on their platform by Q4;21 to over 50M active 
traders.The platform operates in 180 countries and is well suited for Rx SeedCoin.

Rx SeedCoin created the first bridge to BSC for special projects and are currently the 
only BSC wrapped stellar coin (W-SOW).

Why would anyone acquire SOW coins? The Rx SeedCoin team strives to provide 
solutions to meet the growing problem of hunger, homelessness, health, provision of 
clean energy solutions as well as disaster relief and temporary emergency housing. 

Everyday People (not just traders) acquire our coin because we bring heart-felt 
solutions to human crisis with a unique proposition of also helping each 
individual SOW coin holder if a personal crisis arises in their own life. For 
example if a person wants to help provide aid during a humanitarian crisis then a 
person can buy SOW coin which helps to fund the Rx SeedCoin team which responds 
to he crisis. Alternatively, a person could volunteer to help in Rx SeedCoin missions 
and might even earn SOW coin. In these ways a person helps others and becomes a 
SOW coin holder.  Those that acquire SOW coin are philanthropists for as long as they 
hold their coin or transact using the coin in order to help generate trading and 
awareness for the coin and it's purpose.  However, if a crisis or other catastrophe 
occurs in the life of a SOW coin holder then they can sell some or all of sell their own 
SOW coin holdings in order to gain relief in their own time of need.  In this way the 
members of the SOW Coin Holders Community  (SOW-CHC) help share each others 
burdens and successes.  In other words, SOW coin holders, "Reep what they Sow" and 
it is for this reason that we say, "We are here for you! [in your time of need]."

We would never discourage anyone from donating to the Red Cross or any other 
charity, in fact, Rx SeedCoin is creating it's own non-profit and we do intend to work in 
cooperation with and may also donate to other non-profits to achieve our missions. 
However, the difference in buying SOW coin as apposed to simply donating is that you 
have an opportunity to benefit from your own giving depending on the circumstances.  

For those people who are simply interested in profiting from trading the SOW coin itself, 
then consider the fact that the value of SOW coin should go up when disasters strike.

.
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For example when a hurricane, tornado, flood or other natural disaster occurs then the 
price of SOW coin should actually go up because many people buy SOW coin to help 
buy aid for those in need.  

In addition to SOW coin itself, Rx Seed Coin is already using NFT's to subsidize our 
projects and create a DAO to foster our community growth.  In building our governance 
community, we are creating banking relationships that use our coin, and have long-
range vision to reach the globe to spread our SEED COIN using our proprietary SOW-
DebitCard using compassion as our driving force.

Compassion projects are submitted to us from across the globe.  Projects are hand 
selected by our management team & advisory board. Once selected, we mobilize 
missionaries and volunteers to meet the need using cryptocurrency.  By employing our 
marketing strategies and SEO techniques we share our “Seed video footage”of select 
projects across the web showing the Hands of Compassion at work. The public catch 
wind of our news, purchase our coin, and spread the value and intrinsic aid we bring 
using human potential. 

As Founder, David Miller exclaims, “When people see how we help the hurting they 
want to help and be involved. Their coin purchase grows in value as the seed of 
compassion is spread. In turn we create a circle of trust and they invite others to the 
mutual cause.”

He further claims, “We are here to help, and by serving others we all win. It is by giving 
that we all receive."

We are seeking partners who see and understand our quest to use the digital world to 
help solve human crises and meet the physical needs of humanity. 

.
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Rx Seed Coin is named, "The Coin of Compassion" because we employ the digital world 
of blockchain to tokenize and serve the three necessary physical needs of humanity; 
specifically, Homelessness, Hunger, Health to include disaster relief.  Some examples 
are below.

CRYPTO-HOMES
We serve the ongoing need of the homeless by providing tiny "crypto-homes" for 
temporary housing.  These shelters on wheels serve to aid those hit by catastrophe to 
provide safe havens.

SOLVING THE HUNGER CRISIS
We serve the hungry through designated food drives for the needy.  From Seeds to 
Community gardens and organic packaged bundled food we can deliver city to city 
through long standing relationships and drop food where its needed most to the poor and 
elderly.

CARING FOR YOUR HEALTH
Through Rx Seed Coin's founders and board of advisors we have invented, procured, 
and deployed specific remedies and therapies such as RX Smart Coffee, TM,  made of 
the finest products our earth can yield that heal certain virus and sickness.

GREEN ENERGY CARRIBEAN ISLAND PROJECT (NFT)
Rx Seed Coin is proud to announce our Caribbean Clean Energy Project, a joint venture 
with the island of La Ganove (off the coast of Haiti) providing widely needed clean solar 
energy for an island of over 250k residents. This proposal has the full endorsement of the 
Mayor counsel and legacy island magistrates of the Republic of Haiti.

Everyday People (not just traders) invest in our coin because we bring heart-
felt solutions to human crisis. We share about the human need and our teams 
lay a stake of action providing solutions to meet the growing problem of 
hunger, homelessness, health and clean energy.

When we share our “Seed video footage”of our projects on-line showing the Hands of 
Compassion at work people catch wind and spread the value and intrinsic aid we bring 
using human potential. As Founder, David Miller exclaims, “When people see how we 
help the hurting they want to help and be involved. Compassion is contagious.”

Jeff Richfield further claims, “Our vision is in serving and valuing people so we all 5win. It
is by giving that we all receive. Our vision is far reaching the globe to spread seeds of 
love through our coin using compassion as our driving force. At RX Seed Coin, 
We are here for you!" 

For technical data and further review of RX seed Coin I’ve attached our white paper, website 
below, and have multiple disclosures to share as you have need.

This is our basic intro website with a few videos for your review. These bring to light how we share 
ongoing projects to raise awareness through news media and draw attention to SOW of our past 
and future campaigns.

https://sow.rxseedcoin.finance/

Listed below are some highlights and other needs we have to meet our goals. Perhaps you may see 
one that perks your interest.

Our need for modernized digital website with some animation
In creation soon: NFT Bible Scenes- an assortment of animated Bible scenes to be auctioned to 
Christian communities
Our extensive board of advisors has two doctors who stand for the health of humanity using viral 
remedies
We hold the asset “Rx Smart Coffee” which has a proven track record to rid men and women of 
older age ailments. See www.Rxsmartcoffee.com
The need to enter new exchanges along side the current Bitmart and Stellar exchanges
To parter with experienced market makers/ developers and assist us with swapping Stellar to ETH - 
SOW
Seeking experienced marketing candidates and online influencers in this space
our white paper  https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AMBZI73%
5Fk9vbjkM&cid=FF5D0E311224D1EA&id=FF5D0E311224D1EA%
2110389&parId=FF5D0E311224D1EA%213145&o=OneUp

Please provide your feedback of a potential working relationship with HIFI, and how we may 
venture to bring solutions where marrying the digital world to the physical world makes common 
sense for those we serve.

At Rx SeedCoin, 
"We are here for you!"Mission & Vision
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Rx SeedCoin will be offering a wide range of proprietary credit and debit 
cards. This includes high-end “prestige” cards manufactured in gold, silver, 
steel, aluminum and palladium.  RxSeedCoin owns the “Sowcard.com” 
domain and will be aggressively marketing its prestige debit and credit solution 
to the crypto marketplace.  Manufacturing and production capabilities are already 
in place and this line of business will be rolled-out quickly. The primary sources of 
revenue for this line of business includes interest income, interchange income and 
fees collected from customers. 

SOW-VCard

In Rx SeedCoin’s business model, we take advantage of digital currency to make 
changes to the paradigm bringing value to the the human experience.  Funding the 
missions and mercy movement is at the heart of Rx SeedCoin. We shall employ 
various technologies equip them. 

RX SeedCoin               
     x       

          .
rojects.  

Bible NFT's

Solar NFT's
Rx SeedCoin offers "SOW-POWER" as it's energy source provider.   
Currently in negotiations with the Government island of La Gonave(a legacy 
paradise island project off the coast of Haiti) and with Solar Integrated Roofing 
Corporation: Pink sheets: SIRC Together we shall bring green energy to the 
paradise island of over 250,000 inhabitants who are currently using gas and 
diesel generators for powering their hospital, grocery stores and residents.  
Bringing solar power to the population will in turn promote tourism and feed a new 
economy for the Haitian diaspora who daily chant, "Tomorrow in La Gonave."  

Beach front land lots are available for presale to help us fund equity pools for the 
solar project. Additional capital is coming from SIRC through smart contracts to 
finance commercial and residential solar installations.
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Humanitarian Relief

Behind the scenes, the heartbeat of Rx SeedCoin (SOW) manufactures 
emergency housing for disaster relief and unexpected homelessness. We convert 
shipping containers into efficient fully self-contained, Tiny Homes. These homes 
are used for immediate relief in emergencies and homeless. They relocate 
logistically by trucks, trains and sea vessels and are ready for transport to the 
next disaster or emergency.

Rx SeedCoin has partnered with construction companies, roofing and 
solar firms to equip us to provide disaster relief and bring aid through 
our partnerships who manufacture tiny "crypto-homes" to provide help 
when needed.

Health Solutions

Cryptocurrencies are easily accessible to users with average to pro-level 
experience with internet efficacy, however the ordinary user on the street, home 
moms, drivers, etc, may not have access to this level of exposure. Therefore, RX 
SeedCoin hold the asset “Rx Smart Coffee” which is a proprietary herbal coffee 
patented formula with a proven track record to rid the sick of all type of ailments. 
See www.Rxsmartcoffee.com. Additionally,  our Advisory Board has doctors who 
hold key solutions to current virus and sickness and stand for the health of 
humanity especially for disadvantaged.

 Hunger Solutions
Everyone in America should have access to healthy, good food. Through our 
extensive parterships with various food organizations we are able to make food 
deliveries by the semi-truck load to impoverished areas.  Through our partnerships 
with non-profits like OneGenAway is a non-profit 501(c)3 that works to bring fresh, 
healthy food directly to people in need, we strive to eliminate and eradicate food 
deserts in the low income neighborhoods in America.



SOW=Stable & Secure

Rx SeedCoin (RXSC)dba(SOW) U.S. TRADEMARK FOR DIGITAL 
CURRENCY: IC036.US 100 101 103.G & S: Financial services, namely, providing 
a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global 
computer network; Providing fundraising services for others via a global 
computer network. FIRST USE: 20130715/ FIRST IN COMMERCE: 20141109
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CRYPTO-COMPASSION
WHITE PAPER 

Confidential © Rx Seed Coin

ROAD MAP
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OCTOBER 2021

BITMART TOKEN APPROVAL 
BIBLE NFT'S LAUNCH QQ4 

AUGUST 2021 

MAY 2021
NASHVILLE 

CITYWIDE FOOD 
DRIVE SECURED & 

DELIVERED

JANUARY 2021 

FEBRUARY 2021

MARCH 2021

NEW ADVISORS ONBOARDED

TOKEN ESTABLISHED AS 
UTILITY 

CARRIBEAN ISLAND SOLAR PROJECT
 GOVERNMENT APPROVED

HOME 
PROTOTYPE 
COMPLETE

EAPRIL 2021

JV SIGNED WITH AMBRR FOR E-SOW
FIRST EVER STELLAR WRAPPED 
BSC TOKEN.



It is the new wSOW or “Wrapped SOW” that has become the primary token that 
will is soon to be listed on the Bitmart Exchange and it is wSOW around which 
all future sales and development of the Rx SeedCoin will take place. All existing 
SOW Coins that have been issued are held by long term coin holders and while 
the Stellar SOW Coins are expected to eventually trade in their own market in 
parity with the wSOW Coins, a plan will eventually be developed to converted all 
issued SOW Coins to wSOW on an as needed basis in trauches only after a 
sustainable market is made for wSOW and in a manner that will not disrupt the 
market for wSOW. Approval for SOW to be converted to wSOW using the 
software bridge requires manual approval by the founders of Rx SeedCoin.

RX SeedCoin will utilize wSOW as the native utility coin of our project. It will be 
the primary coin on our Debit cards, and all charges including monthly charges, 
will be paid in wSOW. All Users of wSOW, are automatically participants in our 
relief programs without extra costs inclusive. The coin backs up our core 
principles enlisted in our summary. RX SeedCoin will be the medium through 
which our project will touch the lives of ordinary Americans and have far 
reaching global impact. 

Using the wSOW coin to pay fees, you will be helping us on our humanitarian 
mission to touch lives. These fees will be used for humanitarian services. If there 
are any le overs, they will be used to buy back our tokens and burn in others to 
ensure that the prices of wSOW token will not be affected by inflationary trends.

wSOW

The introduction of the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) brought lower transfer costs 
and more advanced smart contract capabilities for coins designed for use on the 
BSC.  For this reason it was decided by the founders of the Rx SeedCoin project 
that SOW coins should be transferred or “wrapped” into the BSC.  In August of 
2021, using new a new bridge technology developed by Ammbr.Finance 10and

VeratoGroup.com SOW became the first known Stellar token to be wrapped 
onto the BSC.  It is the new wSOW or “Wrapped SOW” that has become the 
primary token that will is soon to be listed on the Bitmart Exchange and it is 
wSOW around which all future sales and development of the Rx SeedCoin will 
take place. 
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SOW (There is more than one coin.)

It is important to understand that there are essentially two tokens in the Rx 
SeedCoin project.  The first coin is the base coin or the initial coin, SOW which was 
designed on the Stellar Network and some SOW coins have been issued to 
founders and others involved with the project.  
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It is the new wSOW or “Wrapped SOW” that has become the primary token that 
will is soon to be listed on the Bitmart Exchange and it is wSOW around which 
all future sales and development of the Rx SeedCoin will take place. All existing 
SOW Coins that have been issued are held by long term coin holders and while 
the Stellar SOW Coins are expected to eventually trade in their own market in 
parity with the wSOW Coins, a plan will eventually be developed to converted all 
issued SOW Coins to wSOW on an as needed basis in trauches only after a 
sustainable market is made for wSOW and in a manner that will not disrupt the 
market for wSOW. Approval for SOW to be converted to wSOW using the 
software bridge requires manual approval by the founders of Rx SeedCoin.

RX SeedCoin will utilize wSOW as the native utility coin of our project. It will be 
the primary coin on our Debit cards, and all charges including monthly charges, 
will be paid in wSOW. All Users of wSOW, are automatically participants in our 
relief programs without extra costs inclusive. The coin backs up our core 
principles enlisted in our summary. RX SeedCoin will be the medium through 
which our project will touch the lives of ordinary Americans and have far 
reaching global impact. 

Using the wSOW coin to pay fees, you will be helping us on our humanitarian 
mission to touch lives. These fees will be used for humanitarian services. If there 
are any le overs, they will be used to buy back our tokens and burn in others to 
ensure that the prices of wSOW token will not be affected by inflationary trends.

Using the wSOW coin to pay fees, you will be helping us on our humanitarian 
mission to touch lives. These fees will be used for humanitarian services. If there 
are any leftovers, they will be used to buy back our tokens and burn in others to 
ensure that the prices of wSOW token will not be affected by inflationary trends. 
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All existing SOW Coins that have been issued are held by long term coin holders 
and while the Stellar SOW Coins are expected to eventually trade in their own 
market in parity with the wSOW Coins, a plan will eventually be developed to 
converted all issued SOW Coins to wSOW on an as needed basis in trauches only 
after a sustainable market is made for wSOW and in a manner that will not disrupt 
the market for wSOW.  Approval for SOW to be converted to wSOW using the 
software bridge requires manual approval by the founders of Rx SeedCoin. RX 
SeedCoin will utilize wSOW as the native utility coin of our project. It will be the 
primary coin on our Debit cards, and all charges including monthly charges, will be 
paid in wSOW. All Users of wSOW, are automatically participants in our relief 
programs without extra costs inclusive. The coin backs up our core principles 
enlisted in our summary. RX SeedCoin will be the medium through which our 
project will touch the lives of ordinary Americans and have far reaching global 
impact.
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Rx SeedCoin is not under financial pressure and to date its projects are all self 
financed by the founders, team members, various philanthropists and business 
and infrastructure partners or being financed through NFT’s.  Because Rx 
SeedCoin is not under financial pressure and is interested in building and 
maintaining a strong liquid market of wSOW coin before leveraging the wSOW 
coin market to help finance the missions of Rx SeedCoin the Pre-Listing offering 
is primarily designed to reward early buyers and encourage them to spread the 
word about Rx SeedCoin and it’s mission and to help stimulate interest in the 
wSOW market and stimulate trading, price action, volume and liquidity and by 
attracting attention and support for our projects of Compassion that help people, 
including the coin holders themselves.  For this reason, the only Pre-Listing 
offerings are listed below.

12
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RX SeedCoin will begin trading wSOW Coin on the Bitmart.com Exchange in an 
ECO beginning on December 15, 2021. SOW COIN can also be purchased during 
the Pre-Listing stage beginning on September 15th, 2021.

�
��
�

Total  GLOBAL UNITS 5,000,000,000

100,000,000

4,850,000,000

20,000,000

30,000,000

Token Symbol: SOW CAP        PRICE

@ $0.10

@ $0.10

 PRE-ECO    Raise: $2M - $5M

ECO Public Sale

Capital Reserve 

Management & Advisors 

PRE-ECO

Seed Funding

2



1. Sales of wSOW at the scheduled, opening listing price on the Bitmart Exchange
so as to allow people to buy coin in advance without having to worry about missing
the best price as the price is expected to rise.  The proceeds from the sale of any
Pre-Listing coins will be placed back into the accounts of our Market Makers in
order to provide price support until the market is liquid.

2. Sales of wSOW with a lockup period.  We will be making private off market
sales of wSOW using convertible loan notes with deep discounts where buyers of
these convertible notes will not receive their wSOW until variable periods of over
12 months, and typically 18 to 24 months with options for Rx SeedCoin to re-
purchase the coin so as to make sure the market for wSOW maintains orderly
trading with maximum market capitalization.  The proceeds from these types of
sales of wSOW will be  used for operations to further the overall mission, projects,
longevity and promotions of Rx SeedCoin in whatever manner is as decided is
best by the Principals of Rx SeedCoin.

Proceeds from the Public Sale will be kept in the Market Making accounts and 
used to maintain market price support and market capitalization until such time as 
substantial trading along with upward price support, volume and liquidity develop 
that would allow for some of the funds raised from Market Making to be used for 
operations.  The proceeds from these orderly sales of wSOW in a healthy market 
for wSOW that will be  used for operations to further the overall mission, projects, 
longevity and promotions of Rx SeedCoin in whatever manner is as decided is 
best by the Principals of Rx SeedCoin.

13
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ECO Offering (cont'd)



We understand that creating a great project alone, does not guarantee the success of the 
project. Consequently, we will be embarking on a campaign through various means 
to create awareness for this project. We will be advertising through these various means.

14
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Marketing

We will advertise the project on Bitmart exchange & social media platforms like 
Facebook, Instagram, Twtter, etc. These social media platforms have the ability to point 
us in the direction of potential users. We also know that the dependency of our project 
on humanitarian services will give us an upper hand in the eyes of the media.

������ ����

Rx SeedCoin will work on featuring on some top crypto blogs and telegram drops. 
These blogs already have milions of crypto users, and we intend to take advantage of 
that.

������������

Our affliate program will give bonuses to users who invite their friends to join the RX 
Seed-Coin programs, and subscribe to the use of our Debit Cards. The user will get 
a one-time referral bonus, this will incentivise user-user advert placements.  
Additional opportunities for affiliates may be launched from time to time.

���l�����������ms

Conventional Non-Profit & Events

We intend to create a conventional registered non-profit to help access and provide 
assistance to those who can only work in associations with non-profits.  We will hold events 
and concerts and work to recruit celebrities using this non-profit to help raise money for 
disaster relief and other projects.

Merchandise
We will sell NFT T-shirts, clothing and other branded merchandise to help 
create awareness and support and create opportunities for people in need to make 
money by selling through our on-line stores.
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Meet the Teamm

Because of Rx Seed Coin's leading-edge technology and global reach, the project has attracted a large number of 
world-class experts with a wide range of skills. This includes a management team with deep bank operations 
experience, crypto experts, technology innovators, marketing veterans, payment processing experts, 
philanthrpics and most importantly, legal and financial experts.   We are also adding aggressively to this list, and 
expect to have over 100 employees by YE2022, including a complete Senior Management team, a worldwide 
network of Personal Bankers, Customer Service Representatives and Administrative Positions. 

David and Stephanie Miller, Founders

Management

David and Stephanie though born and educated in Louisiana have lived and raised 
their family in Maryland for the last 25 years, married 36 years with 5 children and 7 
grandchildren. They gained entrance into the world of commodities through our 
partnerships in Abidjan West Africa, the coco Capitol of the world, supplying over 
three quarters of the world's demand for coco.  They founded Rx Smart Coffee Inc. 
(RXSC), a Delaware registered Company, using RX Seed Coin (SOW) as the sole 
currency in making the purchase. This is the first time that cryptocurrency has been 
ed our first 11 tonsused to acquire a real company with real assets. Manufactured in an FDA certified factory, RXSC has sold over

one million cups of coffee and stands by the potency of every cup.  Now with this acquisition, the team at Rx Seed 
Coin has a mission which is simple.  That is, develop the finest highest quality products based on biological 
natural substances that aid, support, and motivate a healthy lifestyle in the face of growing challenges to men, 
women, and children's health. Hence, we are going to use the tools of the blockchain protocol to help attract an 
“open global digital network” of people with like-minded ideologies, for the basic needs of humanity solving 
problems for health, homelessness and hunger. At RX Seed Coin, "We are here to help you!"

JJeff M. Richfield, VP Operations

With over 20 years of finance experience in Forex markets and Cryptocurrency, Jeff 
has operated international joint ventures, investor relations, and operations of several 
multi million dollar businesses and IPO's.  As a General Contractor for over a decade 
he owns and operates Music City Roofers, LLC in Nashville, TN. Now installing solar 
and roofing he will lead the way with David Miller for the  RX Seed Coin Carribean 
Island Solar Project to establish SOW Power as an equitable source for over 250,000 
residents.  Jeff is determined to sow the seeds of compassion to hurting people world-

, 

wide through the use of Rx Seed Coins crytocurrency.  "We are excited to tokenise compassion to help 
mobilize  tiny homes for the homeless due to storms or no fault of their own, to deliver needed food to the 
hungry, and provide therapeutic health remedies that make sense for those who are sick."   When JJeff isn't 
spreading the "Good News" and building relationships he can be found with his wife reading on the front porch 
or riding his tractor on his 70 acre field of dreams planting in their community garden. 
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Dr. Ed F. Group
Dr. Edward Group founded the Global Healing Center in 1998 with the goal of 
providing the highest quality natural health information and products.
Dr. Group is world-renowned for his research on the root cause of disease. Under 
his leadership, Global Healing Center earned recognition as one of the largest 
natural and organic health resources in the world. Dr. Group is a veteran of the 
United States Army and has attended both Harvard and MIT business school.

Tony Thompkins

Since 2016, Tony  has been an expert in crypto combined with Social Media, 
having run multiple Facebook pages and then moved into E-commerce where he 
found success with building an online company and having a successful exit.  He 
gained notoriety and experience in the Renewable Energy, Private Equity, Investor 
Relations and Architecture.  Tony is involved in securing relationships in our tiny  
home and block housing projects along with investor relations.

Eric Majors, Project Manager
Eric is an expert in international financial market analysis and algorithms, with a 
Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Colorado. Eric 
was a U.S. Registered Investment Adviser and business owner who worked with 
the CIA. He has served as an officer and director of a number of publicly traded 
companies and as a principal of an international investment banking firm. He is an 
expert on global currencies and was the principal inventor of Trade Series 
Management Theory and the associated TSM financial market software systems. 

Mr. Majors is the author of “Financial Markets And Technical Analysis” (2005), “Dot Money” (2014), “Dot 
Money the Global Currency Reserve, Questions and Answers” (2015) as well as “Dealing with Loss for 
Believers and Everyone” (2015).  In 2018 Mr. Majors worked for Ammbr.com to build a private crypto 
currency exchange accessing liquidity pools for B2B business projects.

Brett is the founder and president of Zealot, a real estate management and 
consulting company. Brett has over 150 real estate deals under his belt in a small 
historic Tennessee town called Columbia, where his work to buy dilapidated 
residential properties has brought tangible revitalization to this now-thriving small 
town south of Nashville. As a 7th-generation native of Nashville, Brett followed in 
the family business of retail when he launched Honest Coffee Roasters and the 
Franklin Juice Company in 2014. Current startups include Triumph Roofing and 
Zealot Media, an artist-owned media company/label hybrid that leverages the 
power of decentralization to elevate independent artists. 

At home, Brett is a father of 4 and has a plethora of hobbies, including refinishing old pipes and vintage 
eyeglass frames, playing golf, and creating random NFTs.

Dr Ed F. Group III, NP
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Derick Smith, Executive Officer
Derick Smith, currently based in Abu Dhab, UAE is the founder of the Ammbr 
Foundation which is a not-for-profit based entity Singapore that manages the 
corporate social responsibility activities of its brand and IP licensees. The Ammbr 
Foundation supports community initiatives in emerging markets with a mission 
to stimulate and grow community sustainability and prosperity. Ammbrtech 
(Ammbr.com) is building decentralized trade finance solutions (DeFi) in the hard 
and soft commodities sector (Ammbr.finance).  It is also the holding company 

for a group of vertically aligned companies involved in production, trade and marketplace enablement in 
commodities. Derick maintains a compliment of Block Chain systems developers that created the first 
Stellar to Binance Smart Chain Bridge that is used to "wrap" the SOW coin onto the BSE network creating 
"wrapped SOW" or wSOW. Derick is the Executive Officer of the Rx SeedCoin international headquaters.

17
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 Advisory Board

Rx SeedCoin fiduciary responsibilities are managed by an outside advisory board. This board 
has neither legal nor financial equity in RxSeedCoin BlockChain Company. This is to insure 
there are no improprieties in the implementation of our stated purpose in reporting and 
advisement. Our board members are experts in their perspective industries and range in 
experience from SEO specialist, Block Chain Specialist, Banking and CPA Specialist, Business 
Management, Construction, Engineering Land Development, Natural Health & Healing, 
Medicine, Medical Missionary Work and Pastors. These all serve to insure best practices for 
coin assets.

"Compassion heals our 
hurting world."

Dr. Richard Bartlett�
Dr. Bartlett has more than 29 years serving in medicine as general 
practitioner and emergency services. Dr. Bartlett was the medical 
expert for 20 years for the CBS affiliate in the Permian Basin.  Dr. 
Bartlett has received worldwide recognition of his success in early 
Covid-19 treatment using inhaled budesonide. Currently, Dr. 
Bartlett  hosts a local weekly radio program on KCRS 550 AM 
discussing Covid-19 updates and treatments.
Aaron Antis

Aaron Antis started is the director of sales, Shaw Homes, 
the largest builder in Oklahoma City, OK. He takes 
pleasure in teaching other people the secrets of the 
trade that have repeatedly taken people from the humblest 
of backgrounds to the top of the sales charts time after time.

President at Storm Consultants, LLC & The SRC Summit, #1 Amazon 
Best Selling Author, April's extensive experience with business 
development in network and marketing has earned her top ranking 
in business acumen.  Her knowledge and skills for event planning 
and cryptocurrency space is noteworthy.

April Hall

18
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Rx SeedCoin is the perfect future we all wish for cryptocur-
rencies and blockchain technology. IIt holds the key to 
inclusiveness within the tech space and community. 

Before now, projects have been all about making the rich 
richer, while negating the role of the ordinary person on 
the street.  We believe in a very different ideology.  We are 
creating a system that will bridge the wide gap 
between the physical world, and digital cryptocurrencies. 

Rx SeedCoin has so much potential to revolutionize the 
industry and we know what it takes to achieve this. We 
have the team, the advisory board, and thousands of 
well-wishers worldwide, who are ready to facilitate our 
mission to change the world. 

Previously, blockchain was conceived as an abstract 
concept with no real-world use. We are proving it to the 
world that blockchain holds the potential to do much more 
than monetary transactions. Join us now, and help us 
make a difference!in the human ecosystem of tokenizing 
compassion.

             "We are the ones our world is waiting for."
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"Our Mission 
is helping 

You."



Write. Read and follow us.



NO OFFER OF SECURITIES

RX Seed Coin tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than provided in this white paper. RX Seed Coin 
tokens provide no rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership, distribution, liquidation, 
redemption, intellectual property, or other financial or legal rights except as described. RX Seed Coin tokens 
confer no rights in the company and do not represent participation in the company. RX Seed Coin tokens are 
sold as a functional utility only.  

RISKS
Rx Seed Coin's platform is not yet completed and is subject to updates, changes and revisions prior to its 
launch. Such changes may result in delays or unexpected issues with the platform. In addition, RX Seed Coin 
may experience the effects of a downturn in the crypto market, which may cause unforeseen effects on the 
project. For this or any other reason, the development of the RX Seed Coin platform may not be completed 
and there is no assurance that it will be launched as described.

The objectives in this document are subject to change. Although the intent is to reach the goals described in 
this paper, all parties involved in the purchase of RX Seed Coin tokens acknowledge that they do so at their 
own risk.

The funds raised in the ICO are exposed to the risk of theft. RX Seed Coin will take all security measures in 
alignment with industry standards to ensure that funds are secure.  Even so, there is no assurance that there 
will be no theft of cryptocurrencies as a result of hacks, sophisticated cyber attacks, DDOS attacks, 
blockchain errors, or other events. 

NO REFUND
All RX Seed Coin orders are final. Purchasers acknowledge that they are fully aware that there are no 
reimbursements of any kind for any reason whatsoever. 

NO TRADING GUARANTEES
Rx Seed Coin will use its resources to seek approvals for tokens on cryptocurrency exchange(s). However, 
there is no assurance that an active trading market for tokens will develop. Rx Seed Coin is not responsible for 
the circulation of tokens in the open market. The value and trading of tokens will depend solely on the value 
consensus between relevant market participants.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
All statements made in this paper, the Rx Seed Coin website, press releases and oral statements made by 
team members or agents acting on behalf of Rx SeedCoin that are not yet a fact represent a so called forward 
looking statement”. These statements are not yet accomplished facts and Rx SeedCoin does not guarantee 
that the results of the project will fall in line with the forward looking statements described. Rx Seed Coin 
takes no responsibility for updating these statements should other information arise that pertain to the 
statements described. No information contained in this paper should be considered a promise, commitment 
or contract as to the future performance of the project, the tokens or any other part of the Rx SeedCoin 
technology.

Risks 
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I. Introduction. We have acted as special counsel to RxSeedCoin in con-
nection with providing our opinion regarding the determination of
whether the SeedCoin token ("SOW") would be characterized as a Utlity Token
or Security as an Investment Contract under United States Secu-ri�es Laws
including Sec�on 2(a)(1) of the United States Securi�es Act of 1933 (the
"Securi�es Act") whereby the SOW is to be u�lized on the RxSeedCoin
distributed ledger so�ware to allow for a method of crowd-funding third party
and independent companies using the services of RxSeedCoin for the
purpose of raising capital through RxSeedCoin's (the "Platform") as defined
This opinion presents and analyzes the current regulatory framework for U.S.
Securi�es laws as applied to cryptographic digital tokens and as they
specifically apply to RxSeedCoin's SOW token.

Subject to the limitations set forth below, the undersigned is hereby of the 
opinion that the crea�on and usage of the Sow does not cons�tute 
"securi�es” or “investment contracts pursuant to the Howey test 
because SOWs are only distributed in exchange for products and services 
provided by RxSeedCoin. SOWs are not sold in exchange for cryptocur-
rencies, tokens or any fiat currency within the token itself, but rather a 
holder of the SOW token can u�lize the SOW token as manner of pay-ment 
in lieu of using tradi�onal forms of payment, ie, cash, ACH, wire transfers, 
or credit card payments or a store of value. Therefore, no investment 
exists. Addi�onally, no party has an expecta�on of profits by receiving SOWs, 
nor does any party rely on the efforts of RxSeedCoin to receive profits from 
SOWs. Therefore, registra�on with, and/or submit-�ng no�ce to the United 
States Securi�es and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or the "SEC"), 
iden�fying SOWs as securi�es or restricted securi�es contravenes the purpose 
of federal statutory language within the Securities Act.
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This legal opinion is based solely on the sources of informa�on listed in 
the RxSeedCoinX Website (h�ps://www.rxseedcoin.net/), in addi�on to 
informa�on provided by you. To the extent any addi�onal and/or pres-
ently uniden�fied sources of informa�on or newly enacted regula�on 
materially alter the opinions contained herein, the undersigned assumes 
no liability. Addi�onally, this opinion is explicitly limited to the laws of the 
United States, and subject to the foregoing, we hereby present this legal 
opinion.

II. Background. RxSeedCoin has minted the SOW as a cryptocurrency coin
asset. The purpose of the SOW is to support worthy causes. Any of the
proceeds derived from the sale and distribu�on of the SOW tokens by
RxSeedCoin shall be used in connec�on with RxSeedCoin goals in the
development of certain "passion" projects focuses on homelessness,
hunger and health. The SOW tokens will be used in lieu of dollar currency
or other means of payment on RxSeedCoin's Pla�orm.
Using Smart-Contracts governed on the Steller's XLM ecosystem, RxSeed-
Coin's focus is to provide each user the ability to leverage their money
while maintaining transparency and providing reliable liquidity. RxSeed-
Coin is developed to facilitate the development of emergency housing for
disaster relief, displaced families, and unexpected homelessness. SOWs
are also used to assist in eradica�ng food insecurity in the United States
as well as promo�ng global health.

III. Opinion. Sec�on 2(a)(1)1 of the Securi�es Act of 1933 and sec�on
3(a)(10)2 of the Securi�es Exchange Act of 1934, layout defini�ons for
what can be considered a security. Both acts list 'investment contracts' 
as one of the many financial vehicles that can be considered securi�es.
One of the primary tests that is applied by the U.S. Courts is the 'Howey 
Test'3 which has been u�lized by the US Courts for some �me now in
order to determine whether an instrument qualifies as an 'investment
contract' as defined by federal and state securities laws.
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The basic test may be summarized is whether the scheme involves 
an investment of money in a common enterprise with profits to come 
solely from the efforts of others. This test, in shorthand form, 
embodies the essen�al a�ributes that run through all of the Court's 
decisions defining a security. The touchstone is the presence of an 
investment in a common venture premised on a reasonable 
expecta�on of profits to be derived from the entrepreneurial or 
managerial efforts of others. By profits, the Court has meant either 
capital apprecia�on resul�ng from the development of the ini�al 
investment, or a participation in earnings resulting from the use of 
investors' funds. In such cases, the investor is a�racted by the 
prospects of a return on his investment and is not mo�vated by a 
desire to use or consume the item purchased. In the case where 
the holder is mo�vated by a desire to use the item, then the securties 
laws do not apply.

In short summary, the Howey Test establishes four criteria which must 
be met collec�vely in order for a token to be considered as a security 
token. According to the Court ruling which applies to cryptographic 
tokens as well, they shall be considered as securi�es if there is:

Additonally, the SEC has previously released a report on the applica�on 
of US securi�es laws to the Decentralized Autonomous Organiza�on (the 
“DAO" and the blockchain token associated with it (the “DAO Token"4 
where it clarified that (1) the Howey test can be applied to blockchain 
token investments just as it applies to investment contracts5 and (2 the 
facts and circumstances of each token will determine whether it will be 
deemed to be a security or not.

�����������������������������������������������������������������
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Applying the four-prong test above to SOW tokens, note the forthcoming 
opinions for each prong:

In determining whether the SOW token involves "an investment of 
money or other tangible or definable considera�on", we are of the 
opinion that this prong is met. The first prong of the 4 part Howey 
Test would be met as a result of the payment of funds or other tangi-
ble considera�on, ie digital assets or cash, in exchange for the SOW 
and therefore resul�ng in an investment of tanigible considera�on in 
exchange of the SOW.

We have next looked at determining if the investment or purchase of 
a SOW token is in exchange for an investment in the success of 
RxSeedCoin. The second prong requiring the investment in a common 
enterprise would not be sa�sfied under our understandings of the 
Pla�orm and services provided by RxSeedCoin through the use of the 
SOW tokens. The ra�onal is that the holders of the SOW, despite 
being apart of the RxSeedCoin pla�orm as a user, the holders are not 
specifically vested in the success or failure of RxSeedCoin but rather 
the user or holder of SOW are looking for RxSeedCoin and the Plat-
form as a means of looking for success in organiza�ons independent 
of RxSeedCoin. Further, the funds that RxSeedCoin receives from the 
sale of Sow tokens are not needed to develop the RxSeedCoin Plat-
form. Further s�ll, RxSeedCoin intends on marke�ng the SOW token 
to emphasize their func�onality and there use in the RxSeedCoin 
social goals of reducing hunger and homelessness as well as improv-
ing health around the world rather than for inves�ng in the SOW 
token itself as an asset.
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The third analysis involves the determina�on of whether there is an 
expec�on of profits to be earned or provided by RxSeedCoin resul�ng 
from the purchase of the SOW token. In looking at whether there is 
"profit" under the Howey test, the Supreme Court has held that 
"profit" is characterized as capital apprecia�on resul�ng from the 
investment of money or through the par�cipa�on of earnings that 
result from using the invested funds. Thus, in accordance with the 
Supreme Court, in order for there to a security there must be an 
expecta�on that the holder will receive profits in the future as a 
result of the purchase.

In the present situa�on with the SOW token, the holders of a SOW 
token understands the purchase and use of the SOW token does not 
enitle the holder or provide the holder with an expecta�on that the 
holder will benefit economically from the success of RxSeedCoin. 
RxSeedCoin does not provide the holders of the SOW token, nor shall 
be en�tled to receive, any dividends, rebates, rewards, interest or 
other distribu�ons that directly result from the success or failure of 
the opera�ons of RxSeedCoin or of the profitability of RxSeedCoin. 
Addi�onally, it is the intent of RxSeedCoin that the use of the SOW 
token is to permit a more efficient and faster method of u�lizing digi-
tal currencies that are held by the holders of a SOW for use on 
RxSeedCoin's Pla�orm, and the purchase of the SOW token will be for 
use on the Pla�orm. Thus, the expecta�ons of the holder of the SOW 
token is that the SOW token will be able to be used on the Pla�orm, 
and not to earn profits from RxSeedCoin.
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The forth prong looks at the requirement that an expecta�on of prof-
its are from profits which are derived from the efforts of others. It is 
our opinion that a holder of the Sow token would not expect to earn 
profits directly from RxSeedCoin's Pla�orm and the others use of the 
Pla�orm that may provide profits to RxSeedCoin. Rather, a holder of 
the SOW token is required to perform there own determina�on of 
what to purchase with the SOW token on the Pla�orm.
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IV. Conclusion. In accordance with the foregoing analysis based on the
informa�on provided and our understanding of Sec�on 2(a)(1) of the
Securi�es Act the SOW token should be viewed as a U�lity Token and not
a Security Token that would result in the SOW being considered a security
or investment contract according to the Howey test described above.

The foregoing opinions are limited to the federal laws of the United 
States, We express no opinion as to the effect of, or compliance with, any 
state securi�es, Blue Sky laws, rules or regula�ons. The opinions set forth 
herein are expressed as of the date of this opinion le�er. We do not 
undertake by delivery of this opinion or otherwise to advise you of any 
change in any ma�er set forth herein, whether based on a change in law 
or a change in any fact rela�ng to Seller, the Company or any other 
Person. This opinion is limited to the ma�ers expressly stated herein and 
no opinions are to be inferred or may be implied beyond the opinions 
expressly set forth herein.
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